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Dev Tollen is a guy with a dismal previous and an excellent darker soul. greater than that, he is
a homosexual wereleopard. He hasn't ever had the Dreaming and not met his real mate. yet
one evening the Dreaming does come and divulges his lover, an African guy named Montsho,
additionally an alpha black wereleopard. Montsho will struggle their love and their destiny. Dev
will do all he can to win his beloved's center and retain him by means of his part always.Then a
ghost begs Dev to resolve his wereleopard lover's murder. either males will locate that their newfound love verified and their lives in danger. Their idyllic time in paradise is set to be torn
asunder after they realize who's the murderer.
First reviewed for www.theromancereviews.comMy overview at TRR:
http://glbt.theromancereviews.com/vie...The writer provides this shifter romance a voice all its
own. The characters are good written and feature to speedy (but believably) increase for the
velocity of the story. the Dark Leopard Magic 1st few paragraphs trap your attention. Lyrical and
poetic variety combined with darkish romance and Dark Leopard Magic intercourse draw you
into the character¡¯s global immediately. How he feels approximately his mother¡¯s arrival in the
US from India, his kind. His struggle to slot in grows extra tenuous with each one life-changing
incident as a youth, similar to puberty. Or wasting his mother. the necessity to locate others like
him, making him ache. whilst wereleopard Dev has his imaginative and prescient (the
Dreaming, his mate vision), Dev purely needs he'll locate his mate soon. The Dreaming for Dev
leads him to Montsho, additionally a black wereleopard (which he'll examine is from South
Africa). Montsho has hassle accepting his Dreaming, of being mated to a male. in contrast to
Dev, Montsho had by no means lain with a male, yet his lust for his mate couldn't be denied.
after they are united, the tale does good with expressing their love and being concerned each
one other. The lust they suppose whereas looking for one another is fantastically advised with
sexually-charged love scenes (told from either Dev and Montsho¡¯s POV) when they come
together. Dev hopes loving Montsho will transparent the darkness weighing his soul, whatever
he believes used to be planted from the union among his Indian mom and American father.
while the ghost of a guy who had Dark Leopard Magic a wereleopard lover involves Dev to
invite his aid to unravel his lover¡¯s murder, Dev realizes there's one more reason he was once
attracted to the cottage he and Montsho share. To Montsho¡¯s horror, his personal prediction
used to be coming true, that the rouge have been who's suspect within the homicide have come
to take Dev down. i admire seeing how the writer made a undeniable fantasy her own. The
magic during this romance is refreshing. In conclusion, i actually loved this homosexual shifter
interracial romance. the entire parts combined and felt right. The velocity of a narrative is often
an important while i'm interpreting a brand new author, so i used to be happy the plot was once
woven into the most characters¡¯ lives, of becoming a member of and mating. I enjoyed
analyzing darkish LEOPARD MAGIC and watch for extra from this author.
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